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I.	 INTRODUCTION
The part of the AGR.ESTL Project's investigation concerning;
_.__:_...t.he x•tat-ian---tes-t-site-s• is , Ixei-rrp;- .conducte-d- .in w two-p_hase-_-
approach 1) pre-launch, 2) post-launch and continuing inve
stigation.
v	
ac The activity herein reported (po st1ouncl)has to. be conside-
	
a
rated the continuation of the preceeding one-\pre-launch
which was carried out since 1973 by the Joint Research Cen
IJ	 ter-Ispra in collaboration with the Biology Group of the
Directorate-General for Science and' Education and the Ita-
lian Institutes and Organizations.
a
	
	 A condensed description of the pre-launch phase is also
herewith enclosed, as a necessary premise for a correct tin
derstanding; of the following post-launch activity.
`-	 Should a more detailed information be requested on some
specific sectors of the pre-launch investigation, it can
be obtained looking; up in the corresponding AGRESTL" PROJECT	 ^`	 r
reports (;see annexed list).
l
2.'_, P?tF-LATJNCH IATVrSTIGATION i
1 2.1. Investiaated Fields
During this preparatory phase the research was carried out
aimed at providing the clifferent'co-investigating;
	
staffs
with the necessary background needed for correctly solving
the problems connected with the future LANDSAT-2-.•aircraft
combined R. S. programme.
Depending on the ;principal objectives of investigation,
some specific items were considered, taking; into 	 account
their importance and the possibility of tackling them on
the basis of the available 'technical means.
The principal effort was devoted to determine the methodo-
logies in ground observation, airborne survey and data pro
^"	 ceasing.
2-
-	 Amon; the four fields of investigation (rice, poplars,
beeches and conifers) the following were considered for
rl
EI	 the AGRESTE's pre-launch effort
;
-	
- 
Irrigated crops	 rice
- Artificial forest: poplars
I	 This priority was suggested by reasons of relative im -
portance and considering the limited amount of resour -
-	 ces_allocated for this phase of research. Hice and pop-
lars are, in fact, two significant "food-and-wood" sub-
v<
jects for Southern-Europe. They co-exist in a same ar -i
tificial eco-system on test-site N 0 1,,
 the most -suitable fi
for a joint effort to be produced by the JRC-1spra
	
and
the Italian Institutes.
: 2.2
•
	Research carried -out-and-results	 rained at JRC-lspra
--
and on test-site NO1
2.2.1. RICE INVljSTItx^1TI0N
242,1.1. Correlatin g
	-mass and yield with reflectance in_rice_bio
----------^-------
 
-
	
-------
 ---- -	
--- sthe LA\rI)SAT-channels
The first campaign aiming to ascertain the
	 possibility
of establishing a correlation between standing rice bio
mass and some radiometric functions was carried out on
the J.R.C.	 lysimeters at Ispra. A limited number of,
cells were cultivated with rice treated with different
amount of a fertilizer (nitrogen); having a . strong	 in -
!	 fluence on the plant nrowtir.
a	 `	 The analysis of the collected data (weight of overgroand
:
bio-mass and re:f lectances in the four LANDSAT channels,
measured by means of an EXOTEMI mod. 100 radiometer)
{	 showed that there should be a. linear correlation between 1
-	 total overground bio-mass (including panicles) and
	
the
ratio ?
 
	 between reflectances in Channels 7-and 5 .
'^^IG111TOFp^R 	 GEQ^
ALITy
L Ad
These results, though encoura,ring, did not allow to state
that- the ratio J71s'g is a direct indicator of the stan—
4	
-
ding  biomass, because in the lysimeter cells the varia
tions'in lsiowass were'otainec only by variations oY ni -
trogen. It is possible,^fraven probable that in these.condi
tions the radiometer may see the "quality" of the biomass
(i.e. the amount of clorophyll depending of the amount of
nitrogen) rather than the "quantity" of biomass. In order
to solve the problem it seemed convenient to devote the
campaign of ground tests of 1974 mainly to trying to se
Parate the effects of actual biomass and nitrogen on ra
di ometri c" rnea surements.
For this, two different sets of experimental fields have
been considered: fields in which the same variety of rice__
has been cultivated starting from the some density of
plants, but treated with different amounts of nitrogen
fields in which the same variety of rice has been culti
vated with the same amount of nitrogen, but starting; from
a different density of plants. The collection of data on
such -experimental fields has been carried out mainly from
July to October 1974, Here, only the final' synthesis is
reported, in the :following sections.
2.2.1.1.1. effects of nitrogen on rice biomass
The tests have been performed' on seven experimental fields,
at Vercelli, prepared and controlled by ISP_. The results
can be summarized as follows
`i'he' differences in amounts of nitrogen have been cons —
tautly detected in the four LANDSAT channels. It is pos
sible to state gist reflectance in channel 7 and 6 in-
creases, while reflectance in channel 5 and , 4 decreases
with the nitrogen contents.
-4-
t The growth	 of	 rice	 plants produces significant va,ria-
i tions in the reflectance values, which can be
	 considered
as useful indicators of the vegetation development. 
The final total above-ground biomass is a linear function..
	 !
a
of nitrogen ,given as fertilizer,
- `1.'he ratio^	 is a function of the total above-ground?7 ?5
biomass. The function which can link the ratioob -P7/?5
-; served in different periods of the vegetative cycle tothe
final total overground biomass can always be assumed
	 to
be linear. But the coefficient of correlation is very
close to 1 in a stage near to flowering time, whilst
	 it
continuously decreases towards harvesting time. This sug-
gests to consider the period just after flowering as
	 a
.; good one for yield prediction.
- The rice yield depends on nitrogen fertilization. The "ef
	 "-1
1 ficiency" of production (ratio between grain and total bio
mass) cannot, at this stage of research, be determined by
radiometric means;
2.2.1.1:,2. Experiments on variable density rice plants
T,he tests have been performed at Valergi_o on ten experimen-
tal fields prepared and controlled by the ENR. The
	
results
can be summarized as follows:<
i
- Reflectances	 and S35 are' generally insensitive to_-bio --
I
mass variations. Reflectances f) d and ? show	 "saturation
' already starting during the tillering stage.
	
This should
mean that in channel 7 and 6 the radiometer sees. only the
horizontal green surface and not the total biomass; the
R : inner biomass is shielded by the external layers of vege^l
' tation.
e	 i in '^hn ^ period in which the growing of the biomass can 	 ber _
de ;,a cted, the ` reflectance	 ? is more sensitive than the
ratio 
?7/1)b
--	
-- - -
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- The ratio F7455 is a good indicator of the plant develop—
ment, during the vegetative life, with a particular sensi
tivity at full flowerini, time.
The common open field rice cultivation shows a wide varia
bility both in halms density (about 20,"'J) -and in rice pro-
I
duction (about 30°c). '
— The yield prediction probnbly cannot he made by evaluating
the total biomass performing only vertical measurement on
vegetation with the radiometer.
It might be possible to find a differential time-dependent
model based on the sensitivity of
	 5 to the growth
	 of
the plant;
2.2.1.1.3. Discussion of results
r The main purpose of the research was to ascertain	 whether
the'jotal rice standing biomass could 'be evaluated-by means
of radiometric measurements in the four LiaNDSAT channels
This in,fact is the first problem to be solved on the 	 way
a
towards the realisation of yield prediction models.	 l
The question can be summarized as follows: aloes the radio
meter see the quantity or the quality of the standing 	 bio--
mass? At this stage of the research it seems that the	 se-
cond hypothesis is the right one. In fact it is true 	 that
in. Vercelli a linear correlation has-been found between re--	 ?
I,I flectance and biomass • din particular the ratio,9745), but,Y. 	 •
( probably, only because a similar correlation exists.between
reflectances and nitrogen content. That is to say, the
weight` of total` biomass is proportional to the amount of ni-
trogen; the amount of nitrogen is proportional to a reflec-
tance function. The radiometer sees only the amount of ni --
k trogen, and in this case it would be an instrument only use
f ul for an indirect measurement of the biomass.
Unfortunately the common rice cultivations are not charac-
terized by different amounts of nitrogen. Bence, the	 re —
sults obtained in Vercelli, although very aseful for pro —
duction optimisation,	 ,^ }em to give only a partial contz bu
tion to yield prediction.
Y
In conclusion, it seems possible to state that a direct
evaluation of standing; biomass is not possible on 	 common
n
rice fields by means of only vertical radiometric measure--
cuents. In this situation,- once rejected the way of tine di-
rect "easy". evaluation of biomass,- it seems convenient 	 to
devote any care to the fact that the ratio between re}'lec—j
tances in channels 7 and 5, plotted a gainst time, is in
any case a hood indicator of the plants development through
out their life. This means that there is a basic possibili
ty of describing tha plants growth by means of radiometric
functions and	 , hence, of prediction of biomass amount and
yield by a differential tune—dependent model.
,I The problem is to individuate siani:ficant parameters linked
to the plant development and to tray to correlate theta	 to
some radiometric funct ona-throughout the vemetative life of
rice.
The model should be conceived	 in such a way- that the :vide
variability both in plants density and in rice production	 j
(ob3erve,1 in open fields) might be -taken into account.	 At	 s
this purpose a serious, statistical description of an 	 open
rice field should be 'done,
i
- MINAI PAGE IS
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2.2.2.2, Thermal behaviour of rice fields affected by a yellowing-di-
sease
This. _resear . cii_ has .been_.perfnrrnerl _hy_ LNIT arid, IlM with_ the. as_
sistance of the JRC in the Trecate area. The interest of in-
vestigating the potentiality of R.S. in this domain depends
on the strong loss in ,yield to a rice disease called "Gial
lume" which causes yellowing of leaves and growth
	 stunting
in rice plants.
The approach to the research consist-ed in using both an on-
ground thermo-camera and an airborne I.R.-dual channel scan -
ner facility. Most of the ground observations were performed
by mounting the thermo-camera on _a special 23-meter high
cherry-picker in order to look-at the diseased fields 	 from
different altitudes and inclination angles.
	
1
It has been found that an anomalous thermal behaviour exists
r	 in diseased biomass compared to healthy one.
The thermo-camera was also 6perated for some days from pre-
dawn to sunset continuously, in order to find the time of clay
^i	 at which the max. thermal contrast occurs between healthy
and diseased areas. The strongest contrast, corresponding to
some Kelvin degrees of black-body temperature, was detFcteci
around one o'clock in the afternoon. On the basis of the
above results, some aerial photographic-and'-I.R. scanner sub
veys over the test area were performed at the same time	 on
different days
The aerial thermographs confirm and extend the results gained
with the thermo-camera. A lot of ground control carried outon
the 87 ha.s test-area during the observations helped in inter ,	-
pretating the thermal maps of the diseased zones. The research
confirmed that a real timQ synoptic monitoring of the disease
is possible by means of repetitive aerial surveys.
lieferences (3) '(4) (G) (7) (8) (17)
2.2.2.	 POPLAR-INVESTIGATION
I	 '
2.2.2.1. Photographic and radiometric aerial investigation 011 poplar
 --	 _-----	 --------
plantatio ns.
Three- iteras of investigation were considered and
	 studied
by ISP in collaboration with J.R.C.
I:	
s
^-	 identification of poplar afforestations from the land-
"	 scape, with a particular reference to discrimination be
tween the sorroanding cultivated forest species such as
willows,
i	 inventory of poplars in different plantation productivity
I?'	 classes,
phenologic identification.
r
Some aircraft surveys were considered indispensable as a
a
preliminary stage of investigation. An esperimentnl area of
10 l,m-)
 was chosen on the test-site NO I ( rassineto Po) and
	 a
some Nand IH/colour_photographic flights were perfaimed-at
different dates in order to take advanta 'ae of the corres -
ponding gensonal phenologic characterization (dimension, co
lour and precocity in fall of leaves). , This imagery (scale
up to 1:100,000,), correlated with a suitable amount 0
ground observations, led to the conclusion that the regular
row arrangement together with the linear plantation outlines
I.	 enable the recognition of poplars in almost two. classes of
various ,ages even from high altitude_. Bach class corresponds
to a different range of crown dimension, often strongly con
4	
_
trasting in colour with the l,round underneath. Values of ra,
_	 do of crown area (reel) to the open ground (blue) have been
evaluated for different classes
It was also found that IR-false-colour allows far better
than ITT-colour the discrimination of poplar s, from willowsand
the recognition of certain, t ypes of poplars with characte
ristic kolia •tion'or early leaf fall patterns. It came	 out
r
1
^GIN^ PAGE
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f	 ^
-1 rom these results that a probability exists thnt LANDSAT would be
s ,^ uccessful in poplar identif ication "by suitable. rationing of MSS
cha n del
A -'^ light, over the same test—site was performed using the EXOTECH
mod- '.	 100 radiometer. The aim of this experiment wis to obtain i,n
formations on spectral response in the 4 MSS bands from two diffe-
rent altitudes (2,500 m and 4,500 m). From an altitude of 4,500 	 ta
the patch view by irteans of 1 0 FOV co,rresponds,to the best	 ground
Nresolution element of 'the ILA DSAT satellites.;
The EXOTECII mod. 100 radiometer and the- following instrumentation
were mounted on an aircraft:a N—colour Super-8mm film camera, 2 sets
of N and IR—colour photographic cameras, a magnetic recorder . 	for
the- simultaneous 4—tracks—radionietric signal recording.
The ratio ^7/V4 waschosen because it is expected to be a good in-
dicator for standing -^iomass. Comparing the elaborated results with
ground observationsit came out that different types of forestry ve
ffetation give ' different values of the ratio?7/^4. In particular
increasing values of the above ratio correspond to increasing	 age
(and timber volume) of poplars.
It could be concluded that a correlation is possible between 	 age
classes of poplars and radiometric data; poplar plant .ations can be
distinguished from the willow—tree afforestations.
References	 (3)	 (4)	 (5)	 (9)
A
2.2.2.2. Laboratory spectral signature, definition q
"	 Spectral signature definition of po,plcir leaf surfaces was
made for definin,	 peculiar features which allow remote sea
sing of different varieties of plants and for being even —
tually used as input data in mathematical ;:iodels describing
the relationships between the measured spectral reflec 	 —
tance of the ensemble and the specific spectroradiometric
character and the geometric 	 location of every individual
canopy- component.
1y'ith such ,a goad in mind some laboratory measurements 	 of
reflectance versus A	 in• the range from* 370nm -to 800nm have
g
been made bISP	 and	 ^-y	 J1tC for leaves of dig #ereiit vari e—
Mies of popiars,	 (Ponulus alba 58-57,	 populus deltoides
,,
69/65,	 po p ulus euro;:ner:ic,,nia'l
	
214,
	 of	 and
k
"robinia"	 which ,?rows in M , c	 g arq (- by i,i t.;it on the ;poplar
w
fast—area controlled	 by	 T.S,:► '.	 on Le St—site ri°!.' d
The measurements have been performed. at . JR.C ' s laboirato	 —
ries using a Cory 14 spectrophotomt-ter equipped with 	 the
cell space total diffuse reflectance attachment.
It was found that the "salix alba" leaf can he distin
guished from poplar-leaves. It appeared also that some di f
ficulties will arise for what concerns differentiation be
tween poplar and "robini.a" leafs for which an	 extension
of the spectral signature stud y to the near= infrared re
gion might be of resolutive interest. r	 ;
-	 s
f
-	 Ref erence	 (5
u
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2_.2.3.	 SA`.fELLITE	 DATA PROCESSING DETELOPMLNT
— •------ ------- — ——
	
— — --- --^_
2.2.3. f. Correcting satellite dato for atmospheric effects
The proble►n of cor'rectinn -L,1;N`I', ;AT.;:2- -- sat	 i
	 high-	 --F
altitude_ aircraft MSS data for the waskin;; effects
	 of
'.. atmosphere h.. s been considered at the J ,.I'.C.	 since 1973.
An experimental approach was adopted, which allows
	 to
obtain the atmospheric parameters by means of some di
sect measurements on ground.
Referring to the -four LAND:SAT optical hands 	 i the con-
versijon.of CCT radiance data Lpi from the satellite in—
to reflectance data	 S`'ei is obtained measuring	 several
atmospheric parameters,	 (i.e. Hshy- stay irradiance, lisun
sun irradiance, H	 =sun irradiance outside the earth aoi
mosphere, Ti=atmospheric transmittance,, m=air mass tra-
versed by the sun radiation 
at 
different sun angles e').
An EXOTLCH mod. 100 radiometer was used.
Measurements of 7isun` were performed at an altitude	 of
on	 Swisstiboat,2G70 m	 the	 Alpes. The most part of the
other measurements were made at Ispra.
	 q
' I	 The data correcting methodology has been completely•set—
a
up. This procedure has twofold advant, 	 e:
1) satellite data are expressed in the some scale as
ground reflectance mea stir etzients; 	 1
2)	 si gnature of ,?round objects become independent. 	 from.
atmospheric conditions and sun position.
An error evaluation has also been. sera or. med. This - estim a 	
^tion reveals that ;',he accuracy of the reflectance values
calculated from satellite data' on the basis of ground	 -
measurements of atmospheric ;y orkir"IF, parameters is of the
same order of the accuracy of 'ground reflectance measure
{ nents .	 --_
.I
i
I
References	 (3)	 (d)	 (5)	 (10)	 (11)	 (12)	 (13)
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h._7.3.2._
	 Software preparation for Iuocessing LAi^'DSi1T data
-	 Using some LANDSAT—I
	 magnetic tapes the software in-
dispensable for the forthcoming LANDSAT-2 investiga-
tion has been prepared. A certain_amounb of applica-
tion work has also been Performed.
..The' following results have been obtained.
.
y	 i
'	 r
2.2.3.2,1, Work on the (PSU), software
0 PSIT—package preparation
kt t" e end of 1973 we obtained a copy of the _soft
ware developed by the Remote Sensing Group of the
Pennsylvania State University (PSU) for the
	 same,R
computer ind the same system as that in use at
I';spra (IBM 370/165). This software is
	 made
	 by
four types of programs:
1	 'Data	 arin ement and Retrieval Routines
	 which
re—elaborate the data from the original INASA
tapes in a form suitable for interpretation anr3 i
successive elaboration (i.e. visualisation - by
grey—map print out) : Programs TPINFO, SUBSET
MERGE", N,MAP, UTAAP, HAPCOMP.
i
2) _2utines,	 computin g the multivar i ate, 	 statist i
cal parameters to be used in 3 and 4:
	 program
STATS.
3) Feature Select_ion/Data 
—
Reduction —Programs,
--andwliich—minimise and/or —optimise the flowdi
lnension r of LANDSAT' s f our channel data . to	 be L
used	 iIl 2.1.2.4.
4)Automatic Classification Programs, which cover
the range of classical discriminant analysis
algorithms (supervised and unsupervised classi
fiers).
GRIGINAL PAGE IBOF POOR.QUALITY
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The work for implementing the PSU software allowed the
J.a. C. to :first, process LANI)SAT-1 tapes ire February
1.074,	 using* the'retrieval routines TPINFO
	 SUBSET ,MLAI',
,i U,.fAI
	 and -then -to--gain pro,nre.-sine°-experience in the-au
I
tomatic classification problem.
Some programs of extensive use have completely been re
`	 i written in order to improve their efficiency and flexi
`i bilit,y: MJAP, tRIAP, RATIO.
^ s
b) PSU derived programs
fy
On the basis of NTMAPX' (a version of the -PSU—Nhit1P Ron
tine--rewritten and improved by the J.?t. c. , two programs
9
for experimental purpose leave been written:
— NN[APIV: an extension .of MU
	 which allows images
	 to
be transformed ,freely within the colour space.
F
Moreover, NMAPIV produces optionally statistical data
for chosen test areas, histograms -for every
	 channel
and/or cluster images in a logarithmic scale for all
pairs of channels. These features have been used for (	 ".
experiments on finding; atmospheric _correction parame
- tens and For reducing shadows in mountaineous areas.
— CLASSW: a classifier derived from MiAPIX, which
	 uses
the input 'cluster limits' „;even for pairs of channels
to assign the points into classes on a boolean—type
decision rule. In connection with MIAPW it has
	 been
used for a first classification of poplars using
	
a
test area with questionable statistics.
— CLAPIY: as a maximum likelihood classifier, is opti-
mol for normally distributed data with diagonal co —
'^ variance matrix. It may be seen as an improved CLASS
or a simplified PAI2.1li algorithm, thus filling a
	 gap
in the set of classifiers in the program package
	
of
PSU.
i a
+	 'i I
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2.2.3.2.2. tither pronrams
_ _..__....
	
Thi sILrq ram _was _ written by J.R.C. in order to trans
form radiance data, given in form of count rates
	 on
the ?vTlaSt1
 tapes,_ into ground object reflectance
	
The
eb,jects signature becomes less dependent from tempo —
ral ,illumination conditions as defined- by sun posi
tion and optical transmittance of the atmosphere.
Input of RHO RAP are MASA-1-ANDSAT (or. MSS aircraft) da
to and a number of atmospheric parameters total it — 	
,
radiance on the ground, Aransmittance, path-radiance
for each considered band'. The atmospheric parameters
can be obtained either from around measurements or
from atmosphere-model calcul ations (ILADTMO).
1?ADTMO
This code package was made available to the tf.R.C. by
the courtesy of the-NA,-Al s Goddard Space Flight Centre.
The code calculates spectral radiation properties in
n one-dimensional layered atmosphere, irradiated 	 at
the top by a constant flux with_ given incidence angle..
The atmosphere is bounded by a lambertian reflecting
_rrrouna.
A modification has bf, en introduced by J.R.C, into the
Program, sshi.ch allows the evaluation of the 	 aerosol
E	 density in the lower hart of the troposphere 	 below
5 Km) from visual range. I
_	 5
P #TRAM , AT1aA?til
These codes were written by the J.R.C. for the evelua
tion of the measured atmospheric parameters.	 RATIL411
i
	
	 calculates the path radiance 'From almakantar measure -
ments of slay— radiance. AT'11AM calculates the 'transmit
tanee of the atmosphere from the measurements of sun
irradiance at different sun zenith distances.
 7
^	 R QU^E Ls
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f- Image Processing Using Spatial jnformation
For experimenting image manipulation, using spatial as
--_
`veI17 as' °spectral inf'orrnation,--tile- program-IMAN--has been
	
_ .
written and is going to be extended. IMAN allows level-
slicingl mask generation and masking, arithmetic
	 and
lode operations on images, line-printer display, memo
ry allocation and disc-memory communication, image pa-
rarneter calculation and setting,-Fourier-transform and
general arithmetic and control commands.
- CLINPIX
A- classifier has been written which assumes independent
data in a max. likelihood decision rule. The classifier
has been used to verify the spatial separation between
the rice classes mentioned above.
2.2.3.3. Applications for L,j1NDSAT-1 imarvery
Investigations were undertaken on rice and poplars along
the Po and Ticino valleys and on the rice zone	 between
these two rivers. For the whole year 1974 only two LAND-.-
SAT-1 Satellite scenes were available: one of October 7th
1972 and the other of May '1Oth'1973. Both of theta cover
a relevant part of the test-sites n°1, mainl y on the Ea-
stern-side. Most of the 1974 work was performed
	
on	 the-'
May scene.
	
-
} Parallel work has been undertakenfor the October	 scene
withn higher level of difficulty because the general
contrast o.,	this scene is rather weak. Some	 preliminary"
and encouraging results have been obtained for rice 'clas
sification. Poplar recognition (closed fields) leads	 to
F
the	 same success as for the liay scene.
' Some of these results have been visualized by, means `of a
OPTPONICS	 'PHOTOS-IA` ION	 apparatus which converts digital
L..'
tape information into photographic slides. Each satellite
resolution element (pixel) is represented in this visuali
.:_zat ion- by...mea s_..n£. a. rect-an.gy-le-.w.hose dimensions-have_ been _ .
selected in o.-der to minimize the geographic deformation
of the picture.
2.2.3.3.1. Test of classification performance applied to the Province
of Varese."
Y
In order to test.tbe performance of the PSU package,
	 a
supervised classification was performed using the codes
Nhf^1P, Urt^^P, STNS and Pt1Rt1Li: I^'rom-N1I^1P _and Uait1P (eased on
a texture scheme, able to reap the uniformities zones
	 and J	 3
the contrast zones of a scene) seven categories were ide n
tified (town, two types of water (Lake Mag giore, Lake Va-
rese), swamp, high and low vegetation and highly reflec
ting objects).
With the results of S`i'.4TS a region of about 27 x 27 Km2
around Lake Varese was classified. The data were taken
froiu the I RTS--1 passage of October 7th.
The results were:
p.
Water surfaces of lakes of even small dimensions (lake
Ganna) were correctly classified. 'Water duality was-clear . x
ly distinguished:
	
i.e. Lake Gomabbio was recoarni?ed as wa;
-ter  type "lake Varese", whereas lake Monate was classified
of type "lake 11aggiore". 	 Small areas of hirrh	 vegetation
(poplar plantations at the border of Lake Varese) 	 were
correctly distinguished from surrounding; lox vegetation
(meadows•,
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2.2.3,3.2. Comparison of classification methods applied to artifidial
eco—systems starting from digitised reference maps.
.__-Two--r•efere-nce--maps-; _for--ri-ce-and-popl.ar •s—re •spertively;	 °were-,_.
constructed and digitised starting; from the data given by
the Institutes. Rice fields cut out of 1 ,:6000 photo—reduced
cadastral	 reaps have been assembled. These maps refer to some
broad rice—cultivated areas, controlled by ENR and
	
poplar -	 r
afforestated areas" • controlled by ISP. On this basis a• quanti
tative study on the efficiency of the various classification
methods was	 then be possible (percenta ge of correct, classi.-
fied-pixel for each class.
a) Rice fields
The`LANDSAT data investigated concern a_rectangular	 zone
taken from the scene of May ' 0th, 1973. Number of
	
pixels
investigated (d channels): 11,160. The reference leap gives
a rice coverage of 40.7; •0 with a max.	 e r.or e stimated	 at
iie report some results
_ —,Level slicing; on -channel 7 (near-infrared), 	 (program N%1j Al's)
Rice coverage
	
Calculation time (CPU)
39.6;	 5	 sec	 j
— Classification using IJnclidian distance and various 'an-
gula•r thresholds for the classes (program D—CLASS:
Threshold	 - Rice
	 coverage;	 Calculation time (CPU)
18 0	35-p	 5 sec.
21 0	38;0	 5 sec
5 sec
1 ^
— Classification using linear discriminant functions	 for
the classes, adjusted by iteration over the trainin g.
sets (non parametric linear classification program NPAlt)
tj Rice. coverage'
	
Calculation time (CPU)
'
(
34.9j%,	 7	 see
i— Clustering of the zone (unsupervised classification):
Five classes of water were recognized in the rice fields, with
a global result as follows:
--lice coverage	 Calculation time (CPU)
34.8jo	 11	 sec
nIn the case of "water inventory" a simple level slicin g on Cha^	 ^	
x
nel seven gave , as expected, the better.	 result. The water inve
stimated	 vas, however, very inhomogeneous and the
	 unsupervised
	
I
Clusterin g results are very interesting. in this respect. The pro	 .
grams NPAR and CLASS give acceptable results, the threshold va-
lue for water in D-CLASS has tobe rather large in order to in—
elude all the water subclasses and a more accurate investoa
tion will be done to determine it , using LANDSAT-2 data. u
b) Poplar plantations
A rectangular zone of the same LANDSAT scene of May ,
 10th,	 1973
has been investigated (4	 channels). Number of pixels investi --
a
gated:
	
6,248.
t 
The reference map gives for poplar fields with crown
	 coverage
above 25;0 (age 3 years) a cultivated area of 8.3"111 referred	 to	 j
<-	 the total area of the zone (estivated error on the Iast`finure:
some o).,
The results are the following:
— • Classification using maximum likelihood with normal distribu-	 Y:	 j
I^ 	 K.
tion for the classes (program PAILVt),
Poplar coverage	 Calculation time
7.5,-,, 	18 	 see
x
— 
Using I)CLASS (Euclidian distance) :
Threshold	 Poplar	 coverage	 C'al cula-tion time
-n; coo	 $ v
	
5	 5?C
— 
Using CLUS (unsupervised classification),.
Poplar coverage	 Calculation time
4
(
{
f	
'	 3°0	 7	 sec
F
w
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In an actual recognition problem on vegetation, the P E RAM algo-
rithm Gives the more reliable results. The clustering; approach
_.._.. _ .. ...	 Gives - poor -re-sults.-mainlw beean y e"	 of nnfna_Q
1..
'	
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POST LUNCH INVLSTIGt1TION
3.1. Ttesearch obiect v-e ,s and task_ distribution_
 in the cons_
sidered	 period.
Special enphasl -s ha-s--be-en put in -the- investigation con-
cerning the main sectors of the AGI ESTE" s research a
rice and poplars. In this framework the research
	
has
' Teen carried out towards the .following specific objec- f
Lives;
1) Rice investigation Y
- measurements for correlating reflectance with bia
mass and yield;
- radiance behaviour of diseased plants; 1
ground-truth acquisition
2) Forest investigation
- ground-truth acquisition
3) Aircraft and satellte'data processing
-' atmospheric correction	 data acquisition;
_ development of some new utility and fiata proce`s -
sing programs.
The distribution of tasks is suinmar_ized in Ttible 1.
3.2. RICE INVESTIGATION
----_	 ---	 -------I 302.1. Rice reflectance mea stir ementsin greenhouse conditions
r	 3.2.1.1. Aim of tnV experiment .. Experimental set,-upE
Reflectance izieasurements on rice plants have been per-
" fornicd in collaboration wit-h ISC in a greenhouse.	 et
Vercelli, where rice has been grown in 1QY•1Q . cm	 pots.
The aim of the experiment was to obtain spectro-refle e
tance data related to phenological stages of rice, 	 so
as to pinpoint the `most sinnificrant radiometric f ea 	 -
^'.' tunes of rice. This has been performed also in prepara
r
tion of
	
a	 MSS aircraft flitrht and for acquiring more
^
.µ
a
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Econfidence in measure ►nent techniques with the Optronics
	
z
Model 7 ,10 spectro-radiometer over the 300 to 1050 nm wave-
	 s
length retiion with a bandpass of 5 nia and an accuracy
	
_ of
t	 ^ - z+ 5%,	 w
The physical arrangement of the experimental apparatus
	 is
shown in Fig.	 1; the spectro-radiometer is placed on
	 a	 -
tripod and views the rice from directly above by means
	 of
a mirror placed at 45 0 , 50 cm above the rice pot. A Philips
F '1 169 fotoflux lamp was used to increase the incident radia
tion
Each radiance measurement Rr( J 
	
from a rice pot was re	 -
ferred to the measured radiance 1.1, 1	of a reference grey
panel, the refl-etance j>	 of which was previously urea =P
sured in the J.R.C. to'horatories by means of a spectro-pho
tometer Cary 14. It was passible in this way to obtain the
reflectance of the rice pots as a function of
r	 Rp (A)
^.
which is independent of the spectrum of the lamp as 	 well
as of the absorption of sun radiation by the glass of	 the	 j
F`
a
greenhouse.
i 3.2.1.2. Ileasurement campaign characteristics
------------------ .n: ---------
Two rice varieties, Arnorio and",Roma, which are the 	 most
widely cultivated ones in test-site n°1 have been consi 	 -
dered in connection with two .Fertilisation conditions 	 of
different contents of N	 respectively 40 or 110 Kg of	 N`
per hectares whilst the contents of P 'anti K was maintained
constant at 90 lcg per hectare.
Radinnee spectra from sample and panel were recorded	 with
'^	 s
an X-Y platter connected to the radiometer's amplifier out
put, and to a synchronous motor attached to the cnonochroma.-
s
c
U.^ , p` L P`4GE yS
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for automatic wavelength scanning. The recorded curves were
digitised at JRC and the r.es nitinjr punched paper-tapes were
fell into a computer program which completed the data proces
^t
The behaviour of rice reflectance was folloued durinti
	
the
greenhouse growing cycle of the plants and an attempt
	 -to
I find a correlation between N
	 fertilization 'contents and a•,
then biological parameters(e.g. 'vegretative stage, leaf area
water content, mean dry wei ght of leaves and rice produc
	 -
i
tion) is in progress.
A ,first data evaluation has been performed by integrating
I the measured 'radiances over tilesour 141SS LANDSAT's channels
and calculating the corresponding reflectance values. These
data are presented in fable `•'
	
The first column gives tine
sample N	 the second the type of rice (A=Arborio, R=Roma
or
and . the :fertilisation index (40 = _`-.d.3 g calcium cyanide-, 	 r
140 = £3. q5 £; calc i um cyanide per. pot). Values of reflectance	 j
in the -dour LANDSAT 'channels (in the order 4, 5,, 6, 7	 From
above) are given as a function of date of measurement. 	 lie—
low the date the number of days is given after germination
I
of rice.
'
3.2.2	 -Measurement carq-L %UL!	 on	 ice_fiel`ds_arL	 lvsY 1.g_ 
	
for cop
 —
"` relating, reflectance with biomass and yield
The conclusions deduced after the 1974 campaign 	 suggested
to carry on the research for rice plant development madel in
two- different areas:
1
on lysimeter cells, where data can be collected during
x time at short intervals (few days), on exactly the 	 same
_
S
well controlled clusters of plants;
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on a real open field, where data concerning biomass di-
stribution can be collected weekly on a significant num
r
bers of points, in order to obtain a statistical ales	 x
3.2.2.1. tieasurement campaigns description
The campaigns.have been runned from July to October 1975.
The data collected by BGI on the 'JRC lysimeters (2 s 2 m)
concern;
phenoloaic stare, weight of wet -and dried biomass (main
„ stem and tiller:., leaves and panicles),
weight of dried dead. _.leaves,
l	 halms density,
leaves surface- from the insertion level,
nitrogen content in leaves and panicles„	
L
reflectances in the :four LANDSAT channels.
An EXO`I'ICII mod. 100 radiometer vertically attached at -a
special crone-rail mobile tower has been used. Radiometric
measurements in continuous band have also been performed
	 r
duri,ni; a certain interval of vegetative cycle. The instru'
ment employed was the 0I?TRONICS mod. 740 spectro—radiome
ter (300	 1050 nm range).
The dat<, collected by ISC and JRC' on open field at Vercel
li concern:
4	 halm density,
r	 weight -of—wet and dried biomass,
ref Zectances in the four LANDSAT channels.
The measurements have been performed on sixty points each
time. In ,this case both- the LXOTLCIi ruod. 1.00 and the ra
diometer developed at the JRC (see 3.2.5.)` hive _ been. used.
The instruments were being carried through the fields by
means of an expecially equipped tracked farm truck.
n_
I
This measurement campaign produced a total amount of about
50.000 data.. Processing and analysis of data will be per —
,f
formed in the next months.
-:-	 3.2.3.	 Thermal	 hehaviour.,of a diseased rice lysimeter
Description 'of the excriment f
The results obtained by ENlt and IGL during; the pre-launch
phase showed a close correlation between total 	 radiating
power and zones of rice fields affected by "yellowing": 	 a 
significant inerease in radiated energy correspondin g	to
--°	 some degrees centigrade of black-body radiation was 	 de —
tected with respect to healthy zones.
To. obtain more complete information on the radiation beha--
viour of healthy rice and rice affected by disease, an ex—
periment has been carried out by the same Institutes' staff
_	 in June and July 1975 on the JRC's lysimeters at Ispra.
A l ,ysimeter with :five cells, each of 2 x 2 m with a cen	 -
tral	 separated area of 1 x 1 in was used. The cells werei
filled with earth from the rice fields and into them 	 were-
transplanted 25 day old rice plants of the Balilla variety,
previously cultivated in a ENII, greenhouse.	 10 days	 after
-	 the transplanting,, a plant- carrying; infected aphids 	 was
.	 Planted in the -centre 'of each of three cells :and the centr,
rl	 square inetre of each cell was covered pith a fine—meshj
gauze., After 3 days the ,gauze was removed and all the cells
;j	 were treated with insecticide.
The measurements started on the fifth day after the infec—
tion,	 one series at 13.00 h and one at 21.00 li ( solar time
fii and were continued without interruption until the 19th day
after the infection.	 A cherry—picker was used carrying on
r	 board an EXO`ECH mod. 100 radiometer (day measurements)and
1
#j	 an AGA • thermovision mod.	 750 lien t—coinera -(day-and—nittht
measurements).	 A photographic camera a+'ith N—color-films
_	
i
x'
q
.	
_935
H
and IR—color films was also used,
results--t,
The experiment confirmed that "yellowing" of rice is detect—'
ii
j able in the(3-5 /um) waveleu ght region. No appreciable con-
tribution seems to be given by the pure r.eTlective part
	 of
the spectrum.
'. i The _f irst symptoms of the disease in the thermal infrared
were noticed on the :13th day after the infection; there were
no symptoms in the cells which were not infected. A slight
ii	 I
I
difference was "already "detected '
 in the thermal behaviour 	 of
the central zone of cell n°3 and of the peripheral zone 	 of
is cell N°1 (tiotlt'artiically infected by the 7th day after in
f ection.
On the 9th day this difference was such as to show at	 lea st
2 0 C thermal difference between the central "suspect" zone of
cell n 0 3 and the surrounding plants. The possible influence
' of the presence of water can he excluded, in that the signi-
ficant measurements were made at.the-time of maximum thermal
contrast (13.00 h solar time).
On the other hand, the measurements at riigl.it —time did not
seem to	 have	 such a	 sigui, is ant, therinal c.iffereii,:e compared
to the ones at ` day--time.
T hu s the results o.f the previous e-cp erimerits seem to be con-
firmed, with the addition of the possibility of "fore—war	 —
;' ninff" of the progress of the ,disease. 'Again, the contribution
o:f the measurements at night time seems to be of little use.
a	
fH.
t; 3.2.4.	 Ground—truth .a	 +ai	 itinn	 Reflectancence si nature measurevientc^ 	 r	 ^_ _	 -- ---
^iarlicopter	
— —
	 --
ad  troan`a
For what concerns the irrigated crops (rice) the control - on
ground for purpose of automatic classification has been made
by T's^,TR,
4
t
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lach rice field has been located on 16000 scale maps, de-
rived from cadastral maps. These maps have been photographed
and a mosaic of the concerned zone is being built up	 by
JLC. For instance, for the province of Pavia (to which spy
I
cial attention wasaid in view of LL4NDSAT fli g hts a veryp	 t,
careful.*.survey has been carried out on `a surface of 57,298
Hectares out, of a global agricultural surface of
	
2181646
hectares.
Supplementary inquiries have been carried out by questioning
the 'farmers (examination of the farm resisters, determina-
tion of the successive cultivations) in' `order to ascertain,
as far as possible, the actual on-„round situation at
	 the
time of the LANDSAT passing.
' 3.2,4;1. Reflectance	 signature measurement '
 'from helicopter
In correspondence ,with the atmospheric parameter ,measure -
1 tents also reflectance of rice fields on the Chiappona test—
area was measured from a helicopter at the dates listed in
Table 2. The instrumentation used was the LXCTLCH 100 fit-
' ter radiometer together with a TIM-4 track portable fecor
der and a-Nilcon camera with panchromatic film mounted 	 on
the view-finder of the radiometer. Before the start of the
:helicopter the radiance from a'grey reference panel was re
gistered by the recorder. During each flight (height: 1000
ft) radiance measurements from a fixed sequence of
	 points j
in the fields were registered and photographs were	 taken
through the view-finder. The field of view used was 150
corr.espo^Tring to	 a'rouutl p^atcl! or 	 ca!,	 X30 n! in d«n!eter	 a ,`
TIzo ie_`'lectancr: of the various -ria.a	 field ;)a-Uc.les will	 be
i evaluated by referring to the. reference panel and the _ va-
calculatedlues will be compared with the reflectance
	 from
the digit numbers on the NASA tales by use of the measured'
atmospheric parameters.
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3.2.5.
	
	 Realisation of a L,ANnSAT 4-channel ° field radiometer
The technique of radiometric measurement of landscape
features, either from fixed points or ;seen as strips
of ground from ;low altitude aircraft, over the agri
cultural-forest areas of the Italian test-sites had in
volved np till now a single type of radiometer,	 the	 •'	 _
1MOTECH model 100 consisting essentially .
 of. 4 .inde. -	
w
pendent filter optics,.aligned with a common centering
view-finder.
Due to misalignment of the 4 channels of the EUXOTPCH
rood. 100, radiometer and due to the necessity to :moni
for incoming sun radiation during-field work, the ne -
cessity to ,develop 'a radiometer which obviates
	 the
difficulties met in the ire-launch measurement pro
gram with the EYOTECH model 100 emerged.
I
3.2.5.1. Technical description of the JRC radiometer
The 4-way optical waveguide is the basic component
which characterises the performance of this radio-me
j
	
	
ter. The principal optical layout is shown in Fig. 2.,	 i
The main body of the guide subdivides into 4 seconda-
ry branches, each of which carries a quarter of
	
the
incident radiation to the sensors.
The entrance section of the guide is accurately po -
sitioned with respect to the focal plane of the objec
x
the passing through a hole made in the mirror of the
view-finder.. Thus, the incident radiation passes di -
rectl ,y from the target to the entrance of the optical
guide which transmits it to the sensors.
To allow the operator a view of the scene being exa -
mined,' the radiometer is equipped avith a reflex view-
!i finder with shutter. The operator _sees, in the field_
^	 z
of the view-finder, a dark circular area in the centre
t	
.
of the scene, corresponding to the part analysed by the
sensors. It is in this way possible to aim the radiome-
P
	 ter exactly
	 the zone being investigated.
The view-finder is also equipped with a manually con
trolled shutter with the function to eliminate as much
1 as possible -the entrance of light through the area
	 of
	
--	 the view- finder 'during; the measurement, in . conditions
	.µ	 of strong surrounding light.
The sensors used are of-the type "Silicon photodiodes
with integrated low-noise operational amplifiers.
3 . 2.5 . 2 .
 Use of the instrument
The radiometer has been mainly used for the production
of radiometric- signal profiles in the four LANDSAT chap
nels; the instrument is also particularly suitable for
surveys of targets of small size. Aiming in this case
is rude easier by the design of a view-finder which, as
I'
	 previously described, displays the area being measutred`,.
In Table 3 the values are reported of the nominal FOV's
- as a function of the used lens.
a
Lens Nom.'; },OV
500 mm F. 1.3 10
300 mm F. 4 1).`'0
Plane about 500
Tnble 3
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When the instrument is being; used in conjunction with a Se-
cond radiometer, so as to have a continuous monitorin;y
 of a
reference panel during; the measurements, the use. of the op-
tical attenuator facilitates standardisation between the
outputs of the 2 radiometers.
The available outputs for the recording; on the multiple con
"-	 nector_ have a level of 0.1 V equivalent to the full scale of
y
the ihstrument's rangre. In cases of measurements at high le
!	 vels, above the z"%'nhe of the internal instrument, the recor
ding outputs supply a potential which is always linear with
the incident radiation up to •a maximum value of 10 V. In
such operatin- conditions it is necessary at the start to
k3.3.	 FOREST
—INVESTIGATION
3.3.1.	 Ground—truth acouisition
3.3.1.3. Poplars
	
plantations	 (test—site N°	 1.)
The following activity has been carried out during the
i
first	 six months of 1.5)7,5	 by ISP:
•^
1) 4 series o•f surveys related to a -test area of about
_.	 `^.. 90,000 hectares suitably chosen in the Po valley
zone between the towns of Chivasso and Pavia, which
has
.
 been designated as land to be permanently un -
der poplar culture;
2) Following the specific request to JRC, a series
	 of
i
investigations on two fores t regions of particular
interest for the interpretation of the LANDSA`P data
were betrun,
s As regards the first series of surveys, about 	 350000
hectares have been examined, for which the real distri
bution was nrovided of plantations divided into
	
the
last 3 of the 4 classes of ground coverage
	
indicated
in the density scale drawnup by the Institute, speci-
fically:
- ist class of ground coverage	 0	 'A	 5'0
2nd	 u	 „	 n	 „	 5	 25 0	 ?
' - 3rd
	
"	 tr	 "	 „	 25 V, 	 80 0
4th	 "	 ,,	 „	 „
	
80;0
I ' The surveys were made by interpretation of the aerial
' -	 photographs made with infrared film on scaler 1: 34, 000
in June„ 1973. The results were supplied as aerophoto-
generated maps on scale 1:50,000 on which the exact
areas of poplar plantations, divided into the 3 pro
posed classes, were marled in colour. In the same zone an
i br
area of "supertest" was selected and surveyed phototira 	 j
phically on scale 1:.18,010. The whole region was'	 di=
' vided solely by ins p ection of the photographs into the
following classes:
if
x
AGR
Non-,forest area
2) Forest area divided into:
a) natural .forest,
'b) man-made forest, consisting
 entirely of poplars, di-
stributed over the above-mentioned
	 classes of
ground coverage,._
3) Water divided into rivers and rice paddies.
The collected data have been presented as a percentage of
the total -land area.
The specific surveys requested by I
	
to •TRC -,ivhich were the
su'hjects of the second series of investign'tions-,." were ';;ar-
tied out exclusively by means of ground , surveys. They were
directed towards .finding the topographical extent co scale 1:25,000
of a) a number of poplar plantations in the Torre d'Isola (Pa
via) region, compris ng 25 hectares which were the ob-
ject of specific radiometric surveys with LXOTI , CH rad. in
1973,
/`
b) the whole area termed wooded in the Participanza di
Trino, which constitutes one of the largest forested a-
reas of the ho plain(about 500 hectares).
+
	
	
In this last region poplar plantations are distributed a-
mong the natural forest, the natural composition of which
:was also indicated '^Yon the final maps..
i
3.3.1.2. Beech forests (test-site N° 3)
Since 1973 INPL is cprrying on a. sistematic forest inve'nto
ry on a 150.000 ha.s'zone of the test-site N0 3. The inves-
tigated zone is situatedbetween 600 and 2.000 meters alti
'	 tude. Beech-woods are the most diffuse forestal class:
A"point" inventory 'technique, particularly suited for un
even ground areas, has been set-up by INPL. The method con 	 J
sists in fixing on 125.000 scale map a set of sampling
-	
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r^
points corresponding to a square—meshed grid, whose expanse
depends on the requested inventory accuracy. A 25 ha.s (50Ox
500 ri) grid element lvas chosen by INPL. The grid points are
also transferred on some other geologic and/or vegetation
maps andaerohoto—generated mosaics. The eharacte —
"	 ristics of each projected point (i'.e. its environmental con-
.
ditions) are interpreted and codified by means of Hollerit
punched cards.
F	 The following informations are considered: altitude, topo —
graphic characteristics, exposure, slope, geologic and vege
tation characteristics together ivith the typical forestry
parameters (type, age, density etc. of different forestal
^j	
classes.
The 1.975 ,work is in progress following; the above vvest Via-
tion lines. The entire, test—area has been by now hero—phot o
grsphed (pAncromntic and IR—color) anti is being systemat 	
i
tally investimated by stereoscope.
a
t'
:3.3.1.3. Conifer afforestations (test-site N O 2)
A complete ground—truth aerial photographic survey has been
made by JRC in October on the conifer afforestation of Dor-
melletto close by the Lake Maggiore (test—site NO2). 	 This
area(19 Km in lenght) was flown over by the USS flight	 of
August 7th. A set of two Hasselblad (III-Color and N—color }
has been mounted on a helicopter flying at an altitude of a
1000 in.
U.	 SATELLITE, DATA 1'P^OC]^,SSINC AND I?^TTL3tr'FtLTATION
On tlie `i?asis of the imagery (transparencies) so far received
from NAS?1, some di gital tapes have been ordered (see
Table 2). In the ineantime the activity oil satellite data pro
cessin;; in(] interpretation is in progress as far as:acquisi
tion and processin g of atmospheric correction data, develop
11jent of new utility pro trains nnc] 'o f an interactive video
system are concerned.
VINE* PAGE
Aid
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Table 6-1 MEASURED ATMOSPHERE PARAMETE RS
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3.4.1. Acnusition of atcnosphe r`ic-_correction data.
A	 ,
A technique based on ground—measurement 	 of solar irradiance
and sky irradiance by means of the. EXOTECli hod. 100 radiome-
ter was developed by the J 1C for detercaining the transmit—
tance and the path radiance of the atinosphere. 1
 These measure ^	 r
ments provide • experimental data whichallow the	 elimination
of the masking effect of the atmosphere from digital LANPSAT -
-_ :.
	
data prior to data interpretation.
The s ketch in Fim	 3	 shows the distribution scene of atmas a
pheric par-ameters as well as t"he most important algorithms' P
«rhich are being used.
A systematic on-ground measurement nacnpai;n of atmospheric
parameter-s' for several sufficiently cloud—tree LA:nSAT-2 pas ff
sages over test-site .N 0 1 (rice, poplars) is therefore
	
being
carried out during 1975 (see 3.2.1;, Table 2`).
i
The measurements were performed at the farm "LaChiappona"
near Mortara, where are some super—controlled fields by 	 the
staff of the ENR.
Results of these measurements are shown in Table 4,
These values indicate that the masking effect of the atmos —
phere varies considerably from one day to 	 another, and	 is
not negligible. 1,
i
i
i
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3.1.2. Implementation —of_an_interactive software_gacka Z e
krom the be'inning of MIC's activity in -the field' of data
processing of satellite data, we felt that some sort of
-	 non-computer interaction shonld be considered as alterna
	
^..:.	 tive to the ,bench procession.
In fact, after a period of practice with the ORSER--soft —
ware, comps  sing a set of programs for data procession
mapping and several sophisticated classification proce
dures, the most important drawback of ORSER appeared to be
the consumption of muci7'^nacllne----and an^^lysts'tme. Conse
nuently tho decision was taken to develop an'interactive
system, compatible with the structure of the existin g
hatch programs, which should permit a much faster and more
flexible analysis of teledetection data.
The interactive system to be developed, should take in ac-
count some limitations imposed by the teleprocessing ac -
tually operative at JRC. These restrictions plus there -
quested flexibility towards'futture isstallat:ion of	 more
sophisticated terminals inad .e modular programming impera —
tive. This should be considered an advantage but requires
a well disciplined organisation:
The -firstprograms developed can be compared- SVith	 ORSEii
programs like TPINFO, SUI3SrT, SUBTRAN yte. They take care
of the construction of subsets on disk-units, the mainte— 	 y
nonce of library files, the display of contents of disks
and other book—keeping tasks.
A second group of programs developed, consists of service 	 a
routines commonly used by all. interactive programs.
The execute tasks like • ' roram
	
^^ y	 y	 `	 program^	 flow between. modules, in
put—output operations, time interrupt circuit, formatting,
connection with specific terminals, etc,
1
A third group of programs is characterized by the fact
that they are independent of terminal 'input/output.	 The
functions are: matheinati.cal operations, data-checking,
I,
f
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sorting, etc. These routines serve hatch programs as well
interactive program working in . teleprocessing
 mode.
`- The lest'nroup of routines are the conversational programs
F themselves. Thev consist of a lo;icol series of questions,
they Accept the responses of the user, test their-validi-
ty and distribute the required actions.
The operational programs developed until. now can perforce:
construction of histograms,	 ca3:culationof simple {stabs-
1 tics,; group-maps, ratio-maps, automatic generation of le-
vel slicing schemes and some organizational operation
The introduction of real statistical data extraction,clu s
; ter anal ysis,	 simple and sophisticated classification pro- !
grams can be expected in brief time.
3.4.3.	 Development of new utility and data processing pro grams
-- _-- --	 _-_
	
_ -y_____	 __ _--- --	 _	 _--
{
f 3.4.3.1,	 Geometrical' corrections of computer-generated maps.
Work, on a program (hfAPEDZT)r for linear geometric ,correc -
tions of a digital map is in progress. The program	 will
have the Tollowiny characteristics. The input map may	 he
in any of the map output formats in use at the JIIC_ (imple
4 inented for one of the three formats currently in use).The
I` transformation matrix may be given directly or may be cal
culated given the coordinates of three non-collinear
points in scanner relative position units as well as 	 in
I' length, units referred to a given map; the output will have
the scale of that map (both options are already implemen-
ted). Several reference triangles might be given; the pro
.+ gram calculates the #ansformation- matrix: for each of them
and then uses the mean matrix; 'the standard deviation ma-
trix is printed (implemented). The program does not per -
forin rotations on the input data, but the rotation angles
between output snap and reference map are calculated and
printed (implemented). For points given on the reference
i
-37-
map, the scanner relative coordinates are calculated (imple
...4..	 uented}
	
arks_are output: on_the corresponding,and cro 
szmtu` 
	
=	 ^	 points (not yet
	
plemerited). The output may be on
	 printer
(implemented) or on a ifape used as input to an :Gptronics Pho
tomatiom device..
An application has been wade to typical scene along the Po
river (super , c"antrolled'test—'area. -by' ISP) ,
3.4.4. First au alvsis of LA14DSAT-2 itnaes and'cou^parison
_
 
with_-the
---	 ---- --
	
— --------
satne 'ones taken hx LR,TS_ 1_
This comparison 'has been made by IGL, who was formerly PI
for EIRTS-1. applications. The following preliminary remarks
can he given:	 l
1)_ Spatial resolution. LAINDSAT-2 satellite itua ges seem to
t have an higher geometrical resolution compared with the
same ERTS-1 fr,ames.:In particular we observed. that nor-
mally 50—me;ter sized ob,joets are detectable even with
low radiometric contrast.
9} Spectral resolution. Because of the higher hand's 'sepa,—
ration we noticed an 'improvement in the spectral resolu
tion too.
3) Photographically the 70 mm images show a variable film—
	
t	
-fog, penera.11y higher than in ER RS 1 images. i
	
j	 The reported Table 5 show some relative valaes of density
	
i	 of the 15 gray steps. Whe first three examples refer to
f
	
	
ER,TS--1 images, while the other three odes refer to LANDSAT--2
images. As one can see [;hu ph, tographic duality of ERTS— '1
j	 gray ;scale seems to be better than the same of UWDSAT-2
f	
r
f	 <:
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